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The Jersey Shore Region would like to welcome
the following new members to its club!
Robert Cullen
2006 Cayman S

Ken Florek
2000 911 Carrera

Alexandra Goncalves
2002 Carrera

James Greco
2015 Macan S

Jim Mattera
2019 911 Carrera GTS

Richard Molke
2004 Carrera GT

Raymond Ross
2018 911 Carrera

Danny Rotondo
2013 Boxster S

Carl Sammons Jr.
2011 Cayman

Congratulations to the following for their membership anniversaries!

15 YEARS

20 YEARS

Leonard Christopher Jr.

Barbara Shapiro

Robert Scott

1932 - Charlie Cady - 2019
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Happy Spring!
Jersey Shore started the season on the official first day of Spring—March
20th---with the Grand Opening event at Porsche Monmouth. It felt like a Hollywood red carpet affair, and the red Porsches belonging to Roger Penske were
icing on the cake. The facility is amazing to see and I was grateful for the lovely evening.
A big “thank you” goes out to Bill Casey for organizing the German Beer
and Bratwurst event that following weekend in Asbury Park. It was such a fun
day with such delicious food and will definitely be on our list to repeat in 2020.
The true harbinger of Spring is the NY International Auto Show, and Alan
Resnick and I were lucky enough to attend this year. For those of you who
have never had the opportunity to go, it’s definitely a great way to spend an
afternoon. The Porsche exhibit included the debut of the new 911 Speedster.
Red, of course! The car looked amazing. 4.0 liter naturally aspirated flat-six
based on that in the GT3. 502 horsepower. Available only with a manual transmission. And if red’s not your color, go for the Heritage Design---a homage to
356 Speedsters of the 50’s. Porsche will begin taking orders on May 7th, so get
ready!
Sixteen of us headed up to the Culinary Institute of America on Saturday,
May 4th. I’ve always wanted to have that experience---most of us were first
timers---and it was just as wonderful as we had hoped! The weather was great
for the caravan to Hyde Park, which of course is always half the fun. The Institute itself is really beautiful. They gave us a private room in the American
Bounty restaurant, and both the service and food were fabulous. I can’t wait to
go back again!
Our August DE event is open for registration, so take advantage of the $25
savings by registering early. Porsche Monmouth will be sponsoring again this
year on August 14th and 15th. Thunder in the Pines at NJ Motorsports Park in
Millville, NJ, is our biggest event of the year, so plan to be there! And if you
can’t wait till August to get your car on the track, on May 17th and 18th Zone 1
will hold their 48 hours at the Glen DE at Watkins Glen.
See you all soon!
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Upcoming Enthusiast’s Day at Bodymotion
May 11th !
Come on out and show us your car, your motorcycle, your truck, and bring the entire family. This year’s Enthusiast Day promises to shatter all records. By popular demand the event has been scheduled for a Saturday rather
than a week day, so, on Saturday May 11th From 12 noon thru 7:00 pm
we invite our fellow club members to join us and show us your favorite vehicle, rain or shine.
Bodymotion is located at 21 Cindy Lane Ocean NJ and has planned a fun packed day.
Live music from the Chris Morrisy band will play music all afternoon, request your favorite car songs or whatever tunes you feel like hearing. Last year one of our guests even sang along!
There will be plenty of door prize giveaways.
Fabspeed Motorsports is once again sponsoring the four-wheel dyno so bring on your best and test your cars
horsepower and MAKE SOME NOISE!!!! Fabspeed will have plenty of staff and products for all to view.
We have also arranged to have a food truck for the best portable eats possible from Chef Lou of the Blend restaurant in Manasquan. Also, there will be a desert and ice cream truck.
Volunteers - If you would like to assist the day’s events please arrive at 11:00 am and we will provide a free
lunch in appreciation!

Photos from
Enthusiast Day

2018
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Dealer’s Perspective

By Scott Patterson
scott.patterson@penskeuautomotive.com
April showers bring, well… as it seems they bring more May showers! The first couple days of May
did not bring those May flowers but as I write this note from my desk over at Porsche Monmouth the sun is
shining brightly and the temperature is inching its way towards 70 degrees. I will take it!
Since the last time publication we held our Grand Opening here at our fabulous new facility. I know
many of you were in attendance as I spoke with as many of you as I could. For some of you it was your first
time seeing the new shop. We really do have the best place in the area to experience it Porsche and those who
attended the event saw many of the reasons first hand. What a night! All of us here at the store were thrilled
with the turnout and how the night went. Mr. Penske had some of his stunning, personal cars here… all Penske
Racing Red! Which was your favorite? The 918 Spyder is always so breath taking but I do not recall ever seeing a red one. Wow! The other car that caught my eye most was the Turbo S Exclusive. Did everyone noticed
the braided carbon fiber wheels? How cool, how Porsche! We all had an outstanding night and hope you did
as well. Mr. Penske was so accessible, I bet many of you had your pictures taken with him. We were honored
to have Mr. Penske here as well as Joe Lawrence from Porsche North America. It was a great night all around.
Maybe we could have used an extra valet or two? : )
Some of us attended an advanced viewing of the cars at the NY Auto Show. We came away so impressed, the new 911 (992) and the Speedster completely blew us away. Pictures don’t do the cars justice, just
wait until you see them. In the days following the auto show, we had a spike in request for the Speedster.
There are only going to be 911 made and our first deposit was made back in 2015. We are holding our breath
to see how many cars we are allocated. I mentioned it in my last article but after seeing the 992 in person, I am
even more excited at the chance to go drive them out West!
The mid-cycle upgrade Macans should be here at the shop by the end of the month. We cannot wait for
them to arrive and our customers are excited as well. For folks who attended the Grand Opening, the sneak preview of these exciting new Macan was the proof in the pudding. I cannot wait to see my first Miami Blue
Macan! Some of the first Macans are already at the port in Rhode Island, they are close!
Many of you have been to the Cars & Coffee gatherings that I started with the help of a few friends as
well as this Porsche Club. We started back in 2010, and Gary Hamilton and Mike Monteleone helped a bunch
by promoting the events inside JSRPCA. We have come a long way and the events have grown quite a bit. We
have our events in Shrewsbury and Red Bank but we’ll be hosting one here at the dealership in June – probably
the 2nd Saturday of the month so stay tuned for news on that! Send me a note if you’d like to know more about
“Red Bank Cars & Coffee.”

NYC Auto Show

(photos by Scott Patterson)
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Cars and Coffee at Bodymotion - 4/28/19

Cars and Coffee, what is that? Is it all about those cup holders that seem to be hidden in the
dash ready to pop out, or those holes in the consoles between the seats that are always filled with
miscellaneous other items? Noooo .. it’s a gathering of folks that enjoy and appreciate automobiles.
You’ve probably heard the phrase “race what you bring”, well C&C is “show what you bring”. It’s
just folks meeting new friends and yakking about cars and life along with a cup of “joe”. Well one
of those gatherings just took place thanks to the good folks at Bodymotion on Cindy Lane. About
100 cars and their owners showed up. And doughnuts too! (wrt)
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TIME FOR ANOTHER INSTALLMENT OF “TRACK TALK” :
PREPARATION IS KEY - by Paul Solk
As we start to think about the upcoming season and race weekends (already underway) let’s talk about
preparation. Preparation comes in a lot of different forms. To begin with there is physical preparation of the
driver themselves. If you watch elite racers, they are also elite athletes. From endurance to strength to flexibility anything you can do to keep your body more relaxed and comfortable in the car is a tremendous benefit.
Fatigue, both mental and physical are potentially hugely detrimental when you are trying to operate at
10/10ths. There are organizations like PitFit in Indianapolis that are entirely dedicated to not only driver
training but crew training. If you watch Geoff, Dougie, AJ, Morgan and the Bodymotion race crew on even a
DE weekend the level of physicality is amazing. On a race weekend carrying a tire and wheel while you jump
over a 3 foot wall and change four tires in 30 seconds is more physical than most of us can imagine.
We have the physical preparation of the car, this is a section unto itself as you are only as good as your
preparation. Myself personally I have a pre-track checklist to run through, an at track checklist to run
through, tire strategy, suspension setup, data systems and camera system prep as well as the checks that
Bodymotion builds into every event including marking every major nut and bolt on the cars suspension to
monitor movement. To say the preparation of the car is thorough is an understatement. If you are trying to do
all of these things at the track after you arrive as an afterthought inevitably you will end up scrambling.
That’s not to say we don’t end up scrambling at times even with the best laid prep and plans but if we can
minimize it all the better.

So that brings us to the next phase of preparation and one that I feel can not be emphasized enough and
that is studying the track before you arrive. There is a plethora of tools available to us today. Coaches like
Peter Krause and Ross Bentley have collaborated to bring us Virtual Track Walks. These can be used to
break down every aspect of the track from car positioning, track layout, visual indicators, braking points, turn
in, apex, exit and can be as detailed as you like. Personally, my notes for the upcoming Watkins Glen event
are in excess of 80 pages. One corner can be broken down over several pages. One of the greatest benefits to
all this preparation is having an idea of where you want to be and where you want to be looking as soon as
you unload. For me a sighting lap is matching what I have studied prior to the event and syncing that information with what I am seeing from inside the car. In most cases it is merely acknowledging information, not
trying to process it for the first time. Another great tool for preparation is YouTube! Most racers like myself
typically have in car video systems. It is great to watch what others do, where do the professionals position
their cars on the track, are there any videos of off’s or mistakes, what did the driver do wrong? The more information you can process and have stored prior to arrival is critical to how quickly you come up to speed and
get comfortable on track.
Now comes the final piece of the track prep picture and one I feel people underestimate greatly or do not
fully understand the benefits it will bring them personally. I am talking about the simulator. In my opinion if
you are not utilizing a simulator prior to getting in the car you are doing yourself a great disservice. Simulators come in multiple forms and formats, but the concept of e-sports is one that is rapidly evolving around us.
Even Porsche sponsored the first single manufacturer sponsored virtual race series the first half of this year
with a $100,000 prize! (Links for digital version) (cont.)
https://www.iracing.com/porsche-and-iracing-partner-on-100000-esports-world-championship/
https://www.iracing.com/porsche-esports-supercup-becomes-first-global-virtual-one-make-cup/
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TIME FOR ANOTHER INSTALLMENT OF “TRACK TALK” :
PREPARATION IS KEY - by Paul Solk (cont.)
Every F1 team has multi-million dollar simulators that are critical to their real world success on track. In
fact McLaren had a competition last year to find the fastest “gamer” to lead their simulator testing program
for Fernando Alonso and the McLaren F1 team. The validation of the simulator and it’s benefits can’t be
argued. As I mentioned earlier, there are multiple aspects to track preparation and the simulator can assist in
almost all of them. Let’s break down the different simulator benefits. For starters there is physical prep.
Not many people think about the amount of work your body is doing in the car. Brake pressure will routinely spike to over 1600psi, it’s not unusual to be putting almost 200 pounds of force into your braking. Now
try doing that 17 times per lap over 15 laps or 255 times. Similarly try sitting in a chair and pumping your
foot a few hundred times in a row. That is your throttle foot… On the sim you can have similar brake pressures to a real car, so much so the simulator seat must be bolted to the simulator itself and you can get into
the habit of utilizing your feet just like you do at the track. Your arms, hands and shoulders are no different
and like the lower body simulator time trains the body for what it will be doing in the cockpit. Myself personally I try to time my sim sessions to both the actual start time of my sessions as well as the length of the
session as I get closer to race day to set my bodies routine.
In addition to the physical benefits of the simulator the on-track benefits are immense. The reality level
of today’s simulators is simply mind blowing. With the addition of virtual reality and the triple monitor setups becoming much more mainstream even your head movement is mimicked in the simulator with the ability to look ahead through a corner, check your mirrors and train your head and eyes where they need to be.
At every track there are visual indicators we look for as drivers, typically a few corners in advance that
transfer into an action when we find them. For example, before you turn into turn 1 at Watkins Glen you are
looking for a billboard all the way down by the entry of turn two. Once you see that sign you should be full
throttle. If not, you lost time. These are indicators that allow you to know you can be flat to throttle. They
are critical. At VIR you are looking for the barn, at Sebring the blue dot on the bridge but amazingly simulators are so detailed all these critical visual indicators are in the simulator. The tracks are laser scanned to
depict pavement changes, drop off’s, curbing and surrounding scenery. It is almost as though you are there.
With the practicality of being able to turn hundreds or thousands of laps on a real track prior to arriving the
simulator offers you exactly that. Arriving at Sebring having never driven there I immediately felt a level of
familiarity with the track as though I had driven hundreds of laps here before.
Finally tying back into the original topic of car preparation which can be a later instance of Track Talk
there is actual car setup in the simulator. One of the best ways to help understand how changes impact the
car is in the simulator. It is very difficult to make large changes to the car at the track. However, on a simulator we can make any change desired and look at the virtual data to see how it affects the car. As a driver
changing the suspension from one setup extreme to another and understanding what the car is doing is critical. How does a softer rear end effect the car, what about ride height or tire Pressures? Virtually any setup
change that can be made in real life can be made in the simulator.
With so many tools at our disposal the level of preparation that can be done without ever setting foot at a
physical track is incredible. As many technologies like simulators start to evolve the line between virtual
and real is becoming incredibly blurred. As with so many other things in life the benefits are yours if you
choose to leverage the tools in your arsenal. Whether it is physical prep, car prep, or track prep the one
thing they have in common is the undeniable benefits they bring. So prep prep prep because August is coming up sooner than you think and we want everyone prepped and ready to go for the Jersey Shore DE!
(cont.)
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TIME FOR ANOTHER INSTALLMENT OF “TRACK TALK” :
PREPARATION IS KEY - by Paul Solk (cont.)
Some examples of Track notes: (Property of Peter Krause and Ross Bentley)
There are actually six pages for this one corner!

<< And a picture of my
simulator approaching
the same spot as below…
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Photos from Porsche Monmouth’s
Grand Opening Event - March 20th
(Photos by Bill Tice)
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Jersey Shore PCA visits
The Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island - April 27th
(Photos by Marshall Wilharm)
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Jersey Shore PCA visits .. 3/23/19
Asbury Park Brewery - Asbury Festhalle & Biergarten
(by Bill Casey)

On Saturday March 23rd forty members and guests visited Asbury Park Brewery and Asbury Park
Festhalle for beer and brats. The day was clear and windy but most people made the walk from one to the
other venue. We started at the brewery where most people got a sampler and seemed to enjoy at least a
couple of different beers.
After this we were given a short tour of the facility and then moved on to the Festhalle. We were lucky to
have reservations as the place was full and people were waiting for tables. Because of the group size we
were split up but everyone seemed to enjoy the company and the food.
If you missed this event we are having an Oktoberfest that includes a road trip, a winery and an authentic
German restaurant. More details available on our web site.
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Smiling Faces at recent JSR Open/Board Meetings
held at Porsche Monmouth and Woody’s
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2019 Event Calendar
Jersey Shore Region Events
Event

Location

Date

Rolex 24 Viewing & New Members Day

Woody’s Roadside – Farmingdale

Jan 26

Porsche Monmouth Grand Opening

West Long Branch

Mar 20

Asbury Park Brewing

Historic Asbury Park

Mar 23

Liberty State Park - Statue and Ellis Island

Jersey City

Apr 27

Culinary Institute of America

Hyde Park, New York

May 4

Enthusiast Day

Bodymotion – Ocean Twp.

May 11

"Porsches at the Beach" Car Show

Historic Asbury Park

July TBD

TBD - Dinner Cruise

TBD

July TBD

DE Pre-Event Tech & Free Safety Inspection

Bodymotion – Ocean Twp.

Aug 8

“Thunder In the Pines” DE

NJMP – Millville

Aug 14-15

Clam Bake

Donovan’s Reef – Sea Bright

Sep 22

Oktoberfest - Iron Plow Vineyards then on to
Sebastian’s Schnitzelhaus

Meet at Jackson Outlet Mall - Travel to Columbus, NJ then on to Wrightstown, NJ

Oct 5

Annual Meeting (New Members Welcome!)

Woody’s Roadside – Farmingdale

Nov 14

Holiday Dinner

Oyster Point Hotel – Red Bank

Dec 7

Items in italics are tentative.

PCA and Other Events
Event

Location

Date

Tech Tactics East 2019

(PCNA Training Facility) Easton, PA

Feb 16-17

Cups and Saucers: Watkins Glen Int.

Watkins Glen, NY

May 8-9

Zone 1 “48 Hours of the Glen” DE (Tentative)

Watkins Glen, NY

May 17-19

Zone 1 “Clash at the Glen” Club Race

Watkins Glen, NY

5/31 - 6/1,2

IMSA Northeast Grand Prix

Lime Rock , CT

July 19-20

PCA Parade

Boca Raton, FL

Jul 21-27

PCA Club Race – NJMP

Millville, NJ

Aug 17-19

Zone 1 Treffen Vermont

Woodstock, VT

Sept 4-7

Zone 1 Autocross

Devins Airfield, MA

Sept 15-16

Zone 1 Gimmick Rally & Concour d’Elegance

Delaware, PA

Sept 20-22

356 Registry Boardwalk Reunion

Ocean City, NJ

Oct 19-20

Rolex 24 Hours

Woody’s Roadside – Farmingdale

TBD

